KODÁLY METHOD
by team Majuro

PROBLEM
Telekom provides great internet that
opens the world of endless
possibilities.
But older people tend to be scared to
use it.
They don't know how they could beneﬁt
from it and they also don't feel it is
relevant to their lives.

INSIGHT
Maybe people living in villages are not social media experts but living
a social life is in their veins.
They can face challenges more easily when they're doing it together.

APPROACH
- Let's use gamiﬁcation and teach them how to use the internet in small steps.
- Give them a good purpose to get involved.
- Let's combine analog and digital platforms in an effective way.
- Come up with something that makes the community more alive.
- Let's make an example for today's elderly people nationwide.
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The beer and also our mission is named
in honor of the only famous person ever
visited this small village.

HOW IT
WORKS
We create an application
that is connected to a small
beer-brewery that can be
controlled from our devices
we provide to the people of
Mákmartalóc.
This way we teach them the
most important features of
the internet in a simple and
rewarding way.

1.
We kick-off the program with a live event where
we tell them our misson.

2.
For those who want to join, we provide tablets
during the campaign. On these tablets they will
get an application that will be connected to a beerbrewery. We also provide them a kiosk which will
be available in the cultural hall.

3.
The community has to make choices and control
the process of making the beer together.

APPLICATION
- Each day they face new
tasks and questions that will
have an effect on the beer.
- They decide everything by
voting.
- This way they learn how to
navigate through surfaces,
search engines, video
platforms...
...while still working on
something they love.

And of course it also helps them learning how to
keep in touch online.

RESULT
- Elderly people of Mákmartalóc learn the
basic internet skills.
- The community becomes even stronger
and we can give a solution to their
loneliness.
- We reconnect the village to the outside
world - both oﬄine and online.
Mákmartalóc can become famous not only for
the visit, but the beer of Kodály, and beneﬁt from
the beer-making.

